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The abundance of mobile devices and digital cameras with video capture
makes it easy to obtain large collections of video clips that contain the same
location, environment, or event. However, such an unstructured collection
is difficult to comprehend and explore. We propose a system that analyzes
collections of unstructured but related video data to create a Videoscape:
a data structure that enables interactive exploration of video collections by
visually navigating – spatially and/or temporally – between different clips.
We automatically identify transition opportunities, or portals. From these
portals, we construct the Videoscape, a graph whose edges are video clips
and whose nodes are portals between clips. Now structured, the videos can
be interactively explored by walking the graph or by geographic map. Given
this system, we gauge preference for different video transition styles in a user
study, and generate heuristics that automatically choose an appropriate tran-
sition style. We evaluate our system using three further user studies, which
allows us to conclude that Videoscapes provides significant benefits over re-
lated methods. Our system leads to previously unseen ways of interactive
spatio-temporal exploration of casually captured videos, and we demonstrate
this on several video collections.
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The complementary website which accompanies this technical report can be
found at the following URL: http://vecg.cs.ucl.ac.uk/Projects/Videoscapes/.
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Figure 1: A Videoscape formed from casually captured videos and an interactively-formed path through it, consisting of individual videos
and automatically generated transitions. A video frame from one such transition is shown here: a 3D reconstruction of Big Ben automatically
formed from the frames across videos, viewed from a point in space between cameras and projected with video frames.
Abstract
The abundance of mobile devices and digital cameras with video
capture makes it easy to obtain large collections of video clips that
contain the same location, environment, or event. However, such an
unstructured collection is difficult to comprehend and explore. We
propose a system that analyzes collections of unstructured but re-
lated video data to create a Videoscape: a data structure that enables
interactive exploration of video collections by visually navigating –
spatially and/or temporally – between different clips. We automat-
ically identify transition opportunities, or portals. From these por-
tals, we construct the Videoscape, a graph whose edges are video
clips and whose nodes are portals between clips. Now structured,
the videos can be interactively explored by walking the graph or
by geographic map. Given this system, we gauge preference for
different video transition styles in a user study, and generate heuris-
tics that automatically choose an appropriate transition style. We
evaluate our system using three further user studies, which allows
us to conclude that Videoscapes provides significant benefits over
related methods. Our system leads to previously unseen ways of
interactive spatio-temporal exploration of casually captured videos,
and we demonstrate this on several video collections.
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1 Introduction
In recent years, there has been an explosion of mobile devices
capable of recording photographs that can be shared on commu-
nity platforms. The research community has started to harvest the
immense amount of data from community photo collections, and
has developed tools to estimate the spatial relation between pho-
tographs, or to reconstruct 3D geometry of certain landmarks if a
sufficiently dense set of photos is available [Snavely et al. 2006;
Goesele et al. 2007; Agarwal et al. 2009; Frahm et al. 2010b]. Users
can then interactively explore these locations by viewing the recon-
structed 3D models or spatially transitioning between photographs.
Navigation tools like Google Street View or Bing Maps also use
this exploration paradigm and reconstruct entire street networks
through alignment of purposefully captured imagery via addition-
ally recorded localization and depth sensor data.
These photo exploration tools are ideal for viewing and navigating
static landmarks, such as Notre Dame, but cannot convey the dy-
namics, liveliness, and spatio-temporal relationships of a location
or an event. One solution is to employ video data; yet, there are no
comparable browsing experiences for casually captured videos and
their generation is still an open challenge. One may be tempted to
think that videos are simply series of images, so straightforward
extensions of image-based approaches should serve the purpose
and enable video tours. However, in reality the nature of casually
captured video is different from photos and prevents such a simple
extension. Casually captured video collections are usually sparse
and largely unstructured, unlike the dense photo collections used
in the approaches mentioned above. This precludes a dense recon-
struction or registration of all frames. Furthermore, the exploration
interface should reflect the dynamic and temporal nature of video.
In this paper, we propose a system to explore unstructured video
collections in an immersive and visually compelling manner. Given
a sparse video collection of a certain (possibly large) area, e.g., the
inner city of London, the user can tour through the video collection
by following videos and transitioning between them at correspond-
ing views. While our system cannot provide directions from loca-
tion A to B, as sparse video collections may not contain sufficient
input, it does provide the spatial arrangement of landmarks con-
tained within a video collection (distinct from the geolocations of
video captures). Unlike tours through images, our system conveys
a sense of place, dynamics and liveliness while still maintaining
seamless browsing with video transitions. The challenge is to build
a set of techniques to analyze sparse unstructured video collections,
and to provide a set of interfaces to exploit the derived structure.
To this end, we compute a Videoscape graph structure from a col-
lection of videos (Figure 1). The edges of the Videoscape are video
segments and the nodes mark possible transition points, or por-
tals, between videos. We automatically identify portals from an
appropriate subset of the video frames as there is often great re-
dundancy in videos, and process the portals (and the corresponding
video frames) to enable smooth transitions between videos. The
Videoscape can be explored interactively by playing video clips and
transitioning to other clips when a portal arises. When temporal
context is relevant, temporal awareness of an event is provided by
offering correctly ordered transitions between temporally aligned
videos. This yields a meaningful spatio-temporal viewing experi-
ence of large, unstructured video collections. A map-based viewing
mode lets the user choose start and end videos, and automatically
find a path of videos and transitions that join them. GPS and ori-
entation data enhances the map view when available. Furthermore,
images can be given to the system, from which the closest matching
portals form a path through the Videoscape. To enhance the ex-
perience when transitioning through a portal, we develop different
video transition modes, with appropriate transitions selected based
on the preference of participants in a user study. Finally, we evalu-
ate the Videoscape system with three further user studies.
Our core contributions are:
• Videoscape construction: an effective pre-filtering strategy for
portal candidates, the adaptation of holistic and feature-based
matching strategies to video frame matching, and a new graph-
based spectral refinement strategy.
• Videoscape exploration: an explorer application that enables
intuitive and seamless spatio-temporal exploration of the
Videoscape, based on several novel exploration paradigms.
• Videoscape evaluation: four user studies providing quantitative
and qualitative data comparing Videoscapes to existing systems,
including a user study analyzing preferred transition types and
heuristics for their appropriate use.
We exemplify the use of our system on databases of parts of Lon-
don. The input material to this Videoscape was captured by indi-
viduals who were asked to walk through the city and to film things
they liked as they happened around them. Sets of videos captured
on different days were processed into a Videoscape that can be in-
teractively explored, and we demonstrate our interactive interfaces
in our supplemental video.
2 Related Work
Content-based Retrieval Finding portals between videos re-
lates to content-based image and video retrieval from an off-line
database or the Internet, see Datta et al. [2008] for a survey. Video
Google [Sivic and Zisserman 2003] is one of the first systems that
enables video retrieval. It can robustly detect and recognize objects
from different viewpoints and so provides image-based retrieval of
contents in a video database. There has also been research into re-
trieving and annotating geographic locations or spatial landmarks.
Kennedy and Naaman [2008] used visual features, metadata, and
user-tags for clustering and annotating photographs. The goal of
our work is not pure content retrieval; instead, we want to structure
video data such that it can be explored intuitively and seamlessly.
We employ robust key-point matching for portal identification (Sec-
tion 4), an approach that has also been used in recent work on
content-based geolocation of images [Baatz et al. 2010; Zamir and
Shah 2010; Li et al. 2008]. To increase retrieval performance, Li et
al. [2008] build a graph structure (the iconic scene graph) which
relates images of a landmark and only contains a sparse set of
representative images. Through spectral refinement we also filter
out erroneous portals in our Videoscape graph, which is related in
spirit to identifying iconic images. However, our setting is differ-
ent since our graph models entire video collections covering many
landmarks, and our filtering and matching technique are adapted
specifically to our sparse video data.
Structuring Media Collections Since casually captured commu-
nity photo and video collections stem largely from unconstrained
environments, analyzing their connections and the spatial arrange-
ment of cameras is a challenging problem. In their Photo Tourism
work, Snavely et al. [2006] took on that challenge: Given a set
of photographs showing the same spatial location (e.g., images of
‘Notre Dame de Paris’), they performed structure-from-motion to
estimate cameras and sparse 3D scene geometry. The set of images
is arranged in space such that spatially confined locations can be
interactively navigated. Recent work has used stereo reconstruction
from photo tourism data [Goesele et al. 2007], path finding through
images taken from the same location [Snavely et al. 2008], and
cloud computing to enable significant speed-up of reconstruction
from community photo collections [Agarwal et al. 2009]. Other
work finds novel strategies to scale the basic concepts to larger
image sets for reconstruction [Frahm et al. 2010b], including recon-
structing geometry from frames of videos captured from the roof of
a vehicle with additional sensors [Frahm et al. 2010a].
While some of these problems are parallel to ours, transfer of their
approaches to casually captured videos is non-trivial. For instance,
a naive application of [Frahm et al. 2010b] on our London video
collection cannot yield a full 3D reconstruction of the depicted
environment as the video data is sparse. In contrast to previous sys-
tems, which attempt to reconstruct a dense geometry for a confined
location, our approach aims to recover and navigate the linkage
structure of videos covering a much larger area. As video coverage
is sporadic, we reconstruct scene and camera geometry only for
specific locations (i.e., at portals).
Kennedy et al. [2009] used audio data to align video clips that are
known to have been recorded by different people at the same event,
e.g., a concert. Our system goes farther than this application sce-
nario by automatically linking networks of videos from unknown
locations, and computing immersive 3D transitions.
Recently, advances have been made in analyzing and represent-
ing the connectivity of images as a graph. Philibin et al. [2011]
proposed geometric latent Dirichlet allocation, which exploits the
geometrical collocation structure of objects in images and thereby
enables accurate image matching for specific landmarks. Weyand
and Leibe [Weyand and Leibe 2011] proposed an algorithm to se-
lect favorite views of an object based on the analysis of how views
of it overlap. These algorithms focus on improving pairwise image
matching or constructing representative views of image collections.
As will be discussed in Section 4, they can all benefit from our anal-
ysis of global context in the graph structure. Perhaps most strongly
related to our algorithm is Image Webs [Heath et al. 2010], which
constructs and visualizes a graph structure reflecting the large-scale
connectivity of images. The system first builds a sparsely connected
graph by performing feature-based matching, which is made incre-
mentally denser via connectivity analysis. Our portal identification
scheme also relies on key point matching followed by connectivity
analysis based on the graph Laplacian. However, as opposed Im-
age Webs, we want to filter out unreliable matches rather than to
increase the graph connectivity.
Rendering and Exploring Media Collections Image/video-
based rendering methods synthesize new views from photos/videos
of a scene. We capitalize on previous work in this area to ren-
der portals while navigating the Videoscape. The pioneering work
of Andrew Lippman [1980] realized one of the first systems for
interactive navigation through a database of images. Subsequent
research attempted to automate this process. For instance, Kim-
ber et al.’s FlyAbout [2001] captured panoramic videos by moving
a 360◦ camera along continuous paths and synthesized novel views
by mosaicing. Users chose a path through a constrained set of auto-
matically pre-computed branching points, and at these points only
novel view synthesis is required. We describe heuristics, investi-
gated through a user study, to select appropriate transition rendering
styles. In a telepresence context, McCurdy and Griswold’s Reali-
tyflythrough [2005] establishes connections between videos from
mobile devices based on GPS information and provides a sim-
ple transition between overlapping videos in a manner similar to
[Snavely et al. 2006]. At transitions, videos are projected onto their
respective image planes.
Aliaga et al.’s Sea of Images [2003] requires a special robotic ac-
quisition platform and fiducials placed into the scene. As a con-
sequence, the system operates in a spatially confined environment
where a dense set of views can be easily captured. Further re-
lated approaches exist for navigating through real scenes captured
in photographs and videos [Debevec et al. 1996; Saurer et al. 2010].
However, these methods rely on a constrained capture environment
(e.g., special hardware or confined spatial locations), which facili-
tates processing and rendering. In contrast, in our work we exploit
vision techniques to automatically find the connections between
videos captured under less constrained conditions.
The video browsing system proposed by Pongnumkul et al. [2008]
provides an interface to create a geographical storyboard from a
single continuous video by manually connecting frames to map
landmarks. Our system improves upon this method by automat-
ically identifying connections between many videos and joining
them with visual transitions. We also exploit sensor data to provide
a richer viewing interface.
The technique proposed by Ballan et al. [2010] enables blending
between different videos showing a single spatially confined scene
or event. They assume a scene model with a billboard in the fore-
ground and 3D geometry in the background. The background is
reconstructed from additional community photos of the scene, and
the video cameras are calibrated w.r.t. the background model. The
system is state of the art, but is tailored to spatially confined sets of
videos that all see the same event at the same time from converging
camera angles. In contrast, our system operates with a collection
that shows a variety of general scenes filmed from a much less con-
strained set of camera positions at different times.
3 System Overview
Our system has both on-line and off-line components. Section 4
describes the off-line component which constructs the Videoscape:
a graph capturing the semantic links between a database of casu-
ally captured videos. The edges of the graph are videos and the
nodes are possible transition points between videos, so-called por-
tals. The graph can be either directed or undirected, the difference
being that an undirected graph allows videos to play backwards.
If necessary, the graph can maintain temporal consistency by only
allowing edges to portals that are forward in time. The graph can
also include portals that join a single video at different times (a
loop within a video). Along with the portal nodes, we also add
nodes representing the start and end of each input video. This en-









Figure 2: Overview of Videoscape computation: a portal (green
rectangles) between two videos is established as the best frame cor-
respondence, and a 3D geometric model is reconstructed for each
portal based on all frames from the database in the supporting set
of the portal. From this, a video transition can be generated as a
3D camera sweep combining the two videos (e.g., Figure 1 right).
is suitable for indoor and outdoor scenes. The online component
provides interfaces to navigate the Videoscape by watching videos
and rendering transitions between them at portals.
Input to our system is a database of videos in which each video
may contain many different shots of several locations. We expect
most videos to have at least one shot that shows a similar location
to at least one other video. Here, we intuit that people will naturally
choose to capture prominent features in a scene, such as landmark
buildings in a city. Videoscape construction commences by iden-
tifying possible portals between all pairs of video clips (Section
4.1). A portal is a span of video frames in either video that shows
the same physical location, possibly filmed from different view-
points and at different times. In practice, we represent the portal
by a single pair of portal frames from this span, one frame from
each video, through which a visual transition to the other video can
be rendered (Figure 2). Long videos, which may contain shots of
several scenes, are masked during graph construction into a series
of shorter 30 second video clips to provide portal opportunities at
regular intervals. In addition to portals, we also identify all frames
across all videos which broadly match these portal frames. This
produces clusters of frames around visual targets, and enables 3D
reconstruction of the portal geometry. Henceforth, we term this
cluster the support set for a portal. After a portal and its supporting
set have been identified, the portal geometry is reconstructed as a
3D model of the environment.
4 Constructing the Videoscape
In this section we detail the steps taken to find portals and to recon-
struct the portal geometry that is later used for rendering transitions.
First, we identify candidate portals by matching suitable frames be-
tween videos that contain similar content (Section 4.1). Out of these
candidates, we select the most appropriate portals and deduce the
support set for each. With the support set, we reconstruct 3D geom-
etry and provide various different video transitions between portals
(Section 4.2). Video time synchronization details are provided in
the supplemental material.
4.1 Identification of Portals and Support Sets
Filtering Naively matching all frames in the database against
each other is computationally prohibitive. Ideally, the system would
Figure 3: An example of a mistakenly found portal after holistic
and feature matching. These are removed with context refinement.
select just enough frames per video such that all visual content were
represented and all possible transitions were still found. Optical
flow analysis [Farnebäck 2003] provides a good indication of the
camera motion and allows us to find appropriate video frames that
are representative of the visual content. We analyze frame-to-frame
flow, and pick one frame every time the cumulative flow in x (or y)
exceeds 25% of the width (or height) of the video; that is, whenever
the scene has moved 25% of a frame.
With GPS and orientation sensor data provided, we further cull
candidate frames that are unlikely to provide matches. However,
even though we perform sensor fusion with a complementary filter,
we still cull with respect to the sensor error as sensor data is often
unreliable. This additional sensor filtering step allows us to process
datasets 4× larger for the same computational cost.
Holistic Matching and Feature Matching The holistic matching
phase examines the global structural similarity of frames based on
spatial pyramid matching [Lazebnik et al. 2006]. We use bag-of-
visual-word-type histograms of SIFT features [Csurka et al. 2004;
Leung and Malik 2001] with a standard set of parameters (#pyramid
levels = 3, codebook size = 200). The resulting matching score be-
tween each pair of frames is compared and pairs with scores lower
than a threshold TH are discarded. The use of a holistic match be-
fore the subsequent feature matching has the advantage of reducing
the overall time complexity, while not severely degrading matching
results [Heath et al. 2010; Frahm et al. 2010a; Frahm et al. 2010b].
The output from the holistic matching phase is a set of candidate
matches (i.e., pairs of frames), some of which may be incorrect. We
improve results through feature matching, and match local frame
context through the SIFT feature detector and descriptor. After
running SIFT, we use RANSAC to estimate matches that are most
consistent according to the fundamental matrix [Hartley and Zisser-
man 2004], similar to other related methods [Snavely et al. 2006;
Heath et al. 2010; Li et al. 2008].
Context Refinement The output of the feature matching stage
may still include false positive matches which are hard to remove
using only the result of pairwise feature matching. Figure 3 shows
an example of an incorrect match. In preliminary experiments, we
observed that when simultaneously examining more than two pairs
of frames, correct matches are more consistent with other correct
matches than with incorrect matches. For example, when frame I1
correctly matches frame I2, and frame I2 and I3 form another correct
match, then it is very likely that I1 also matches I3. For incorrect
matches, this is less likely. We exploit this context information
and perform a novel graph-based match refinement to prune false
positives.
We first build a graph representing all pairwise matches, where
nodes are frames and edges connect matching frames. This is simi-
lar to Heath et al. [2010]; however, they use this graph for the oppo-
site goal of increasing connectivity between matched photographs.
We associate each edge with a real valued score representing the
match’s quality [Philbin et al. 2011]:
k(Ii, I j) =
2|M (Ii, I j)|
|S(Ii)|+ |S(I j)| , (1)
73 73 73 7 7 7
71 72 74 1 2 3
Figure 4: Examples of portal frame pairs: the first row shows the
portal frames extracted from two different videos in the database,
while the second row shows the corresponding matching portal
frames from other videos. The number below each frame shows
the index of the corresponding source video in the database.
where Ii and I j are connected frames, S(I) is the set of features
(SIFT descriptors) calculated from frame I andM (Ii, I j) is the set of
feature matches for frames Ii and I j. To ensure that the numbers of
SIFT descriptors extracted from any pair of frames are comparable,
all frames are scaled such that their heights are identical (480 pix-
els). Intuitively, k(·, ·) ∈ [0, 1] is close to 1 when two input frames
contain common features and are similar.
Given this graph, we run spectral clustering [von Luxburg 2007],
take the k first eigenvectors with eigenvalues > TI ,TI = 0.1, and
remove connections between pairs of frames that span different
clusters. This effectively removes incorrect matches (Figure 3),
since, intuitively speaking, spectral clustering will assign to the
same cluster only frames that are well inter-connected.
Portal Selection The matching and refinement phases may pro-
duce many multiple matching portal frames (Ii, I j) between two
videos. However, not all portals necessarily represent good tran-
sition opportunities. A good portal should exhibit good feature
matches as well as allow for a non-disorientating transition between
videos – both of these are more likely for frame pairs shot from sim-
ilar camera views, i.e., frame pairs with only small displacements
between matched features. Therefore, we retain only the best avail-
able portals between a pair of video clips. To this end, we enhance
the metric from Equation 1 to favor such small displacements and
define the best portal as the frame pair (Ii, I j) that maximizes the
following score:
Q(Ii, I j) = γk(Ii, I j) +
(




where D(·) is the diagonal size of a frame, M (·, ·) is the set of
matching features, M is a matrix whose rows correspond to feature
displacement vectors, ‖ · ‖F is the Frobenius norm, and γ is the ratio
of the standard deviations of the first and the second summands
excluding γ. Figure 4 shows examples of identified portals (see
Section 6 for the details of our experimental setup). For each portal,
we define the support set as the set of all frames from the context
that were found to match to at least one of the portal frames. Videos
with no portals are not included in the Videoscape.
4.2 Video Transitions
Now that we know the frames in our videos which are connected as
portals, we wish to be able to visually transition from one video to
the next. There are many ways to accomplish this: the literature de-
scribes many styles of camera transitions [Morvan and O’Sullivan
2009; Goesele et al. 2010; Veas et al. 2010; Vangorp et al. 2011]
and cinema bestows certain experiences upon the viewer [Dmytryk
1984; Murch 2001]. We implement seven different transition tech-
niques which run this gamut: a cut, a dissolve, a warp and four
3D reconstruction camera sweeps. In Section 6.2, we psychophysi-
cally assess which techniques are preferred for different scenes and
viewing conditions.
The cut jumps directly between the two portal frames. The dissolve
linearly interpolates between the two videos over a fixed length.
The warp and the 3D reconstruction cases exploit the support set
of the portal. We begin by employing an off-the-shelf structure-
from-motion (SFM) technique [Snavely et al. 2006] to register all
cameras from each support set. We also use an off-the-shelf KLT-
based camera tracker [Thormählen 2006] to find camera poses for
video frames in a four second window around each portal (further
details are included in the supplemental material).
Inspired by [Lipski et al. 2010], the warp transition proceeds as fol-
lows: Given 2D image correspondences from SFM between portal
frames, we compute an as-similar-as-possible moving-least-squares
(MLS) transform [Schaefer et al. 2006]. Interpolating this trans-
form provides the broad motion change between portal frames. On-
top of this, individual video frames are warped to the broad motion
using the (denser) KLT feature points, again by an as-similar-as-
possible MLS transform. However, some ghosting still exists, so
a temporally-smoothed optical flow field is used to correct these
errors in a similar way to Eisemann et al. [2008]. All warps are
precomputed once the Videoscape is constructed.
The four 3D reconstruction transitions use the same structure-
from-motion and video tracking results. We perform multi-view
stereo [Furukawa and Ponce 2010; Furukawa et al. 2010] on the
support set to reconstruct a dense point cloud of the portal scene.
We then perform an automated clean-up to remove isolated clusters
of points by density estimation and thresholding (i.e., finding the
average radius to the k-nearest neighbors and thresholding it). We
register the video tracking result to the SFM cameras by match-
ing screen-space feature points. Based on this data, we support the
following transition types: a plane transition, where a plane is fit-
ted to the reconstructed geometry (similar to [Snavely et al. 2006])
and the two videos are projected and dissolved across the transi-
tion; an ambient point cloud-based (APC) transition [Goesele et al.
2010] which projects video onto the reconstructed geometry and
uses APCs for areas without reconstruction. Two further transitions
require the geometry to be completed using Poisson reconstruction
[Kazhdan et al. 2006] and an additional background plane placed
beyond the depth of any geometry, such that all camera views are
covered by geometry. With this, we support a full 3D – dynamic
transition, where the two videos are projected onto the geometry.
Finally, we support a full 3D – static transition, where only the
portal frames are projected onto the geometry. This is useful when
camera tracking is inaccurate (due to large dynamic objects or cam-
era shake) as it typically provides a view without ghosting artifacts.
In all transition cases, dynamic objects in either video are not han-
dled explicitly, but dissolved implicitly across the transition. This
strategy is supported by Morvan and O’Sullivan [2009], who as-
sess the similar problem of occluding objects when transitioning
between cameras. Their conclusions suggest that simply dissolving
occluders into the background is in most cases the best method to
apply, even when segmentation information for dynamic objects is
available. Key transition types are shown in Figure 5.
4.3 Video Stabilization
Often, hand-held video includes distracting camera shake which
we may wish to remove. However, if we stabilize before process-
ing, we jeopardize our vision-based matching and reconstruction
as software stabilization breaks geometric assumptions upon which
we rely. One might think to smoothly ‘turn off’ stabilization as
portals approach in time, but this leaves critical parts of the video
1a) Slight view change with warp. 1b) Considerable view change with warp.
2a) Slight view change with full 3D - static. 2b) Considerable view change with full 3D - static.
3a) Slight view change with ambient point clouds. 3b) Considerable view change with ambient point clouds.
Figure 5: Selection of transition type examples for Scene 3, show-
ing the middle frame of each transition sequence for both view
change amounts. Examples are best viewed as videos. The com-
plete set of transitions can be found in the supplemental material.
unstabilized. Instead, we pre-compute 2D affine stabilization pa-
rameters (i.e., a per-frame crop region) but do not apply them to our
input videos – we pass the videos unaltered to our reconstruction
pipeline. Then, we optionally apply these pre-computed stabiliza-
tion parameters in real-time in our renderer. During transitions,
we interpolate the stabilization parameters across the transition.
For geometry-based transitions, we project the original unstabilized
video footage and only stabilize the virtual camera view.
5 Exploring the Videoscape
We have developed a prototype explorer application (Figures 6 & 7)
which exploits the Videoscape data structure and allows seamless
navigation through sets of videos. We identify three workflows in
interacting with the Videoscape, and the application itself seam-
lessly transitions via animations to accommodate these three ways
of working with the data. This important aspect maintains the visual
link between the graph (and its embedding) and the videos during
animations, and helps the viewer from becoming lost. Our supple-
mental video demonstrates these workflows and their interplay.
Interactive Exploration Mode Watching videos is often an im-
mersive full-screen experience, and a Videoscape is no different
(Figure 6). In this workflow, as time progresses and a portal is near,
we notify the viewer with an unobtrusive icon. If they choose to
switch videos at this opportunity by moving the mouse, a thumbnail
strip of destination choices (neighboring graph nodes) smoothly ap-
pears asking “what would you like to see next?”. Here, the viewer
can pause and scrub through each thumbnail as video to scan the
contents of future paths. With a thumbnail selected, our system
generates an appropriate transition from the current scene view to
the new video. This new video starts with the current scene viewed
from a different spatio-temporal location. Audio is cross-faded as
the transition into the new video is shown, and then the new video
takes the viewer to their chosen destination view. This paradigm of
moving between views of scenes is applicable when no other data
beyond video is available, e.g., when we cannot provide additional
geographical context. This forms our baseline experience.
Figure 6: An example of a portal choice in the interactive explo-
ration mode. The mini-map follows the current video view cone in
the tour. Time synchronous events are highlighted by the clock icon,
and road sign icons inform of choices that return to the previous
view and of choices that lead to dead ends in the Videoscape.
We add a clock icon to the choice thumbnails when views are time-
synchronous, and this represents moving only spatially but not tem-
porally to a different video. If a choice leads to a dead end, or
if a choice leads to the previously seen view, we add commonly
understood road sign icons as well. Should GPS and orientation
data be available, we add a togglable mini-map which displays and
follows the view frustum in time from overhead. Hovering over
a destination choice thumbnail shows the frustum and real-world
point on the mini-map, and updates the timeline accordingly.
Overview Modes At any time, the mini-map can be expanded to
fill the screen, and the viewer is presented with a large overview
of the Videoscape graph embedded into a globe [Bell et al. 2007]
(Figure 7, top). In this second workflow, we add eye icons to the
map to represent portals. The geographical location of the eye is
estimated from converged sensor data, so that the eye is placed
approximately at the viewed scene. As a Videoscape can contain
hundreds of portals, we adaptively change the density of the dis-
played eyes so that the user is not overwhelmed. Eyes are added
to the map in representative connectivity order, so that the most-
connected portals are always on display. When hovering over an
eye, we inlay images of views that constitute the portal, along with
cones showing where these views originated. The viewer can con-
struct a video tour path by clicking eyes in sequence. The defined
path is summarized in a strip of video thumbnails that appears to
the right. As each thumbnail can be scrubbed, the suitability of
the entire planned tour can be quickly assessed. Our system can
automatically generate tour paths from specified start/end points.
The third workflow is fast geographical video browsing. We draw
real-world travelled paths onto the map as lines. When hovering
over a line, the appropriate section of video is displayed along with
the respective view cones. Here, typically the video is shown side-
by-side with the map to expose detail, though the viewer has full
control over the size of the video should they prefer to see more of
the map (Figure 7, bottom). As time progresses, portals are iden-
tified by highlighting the appropriate eye and drawing secondary
view cones in yellow to show the position of alternative views.
Clicking during this time appends that view to the current tour path.
Once a path is defined by either method, the large map then re-
turns to miniature size and the full-screen interactive mode plays
the tour. This interplay between the three workflows allows for fast
exploration of large Videoscapes with many videos, and provides
an accessible non-linear interface to content within a collection of
videos that may otherwise be difficult to penetrate.
Figure 7: Top: The path planning workflow. A tour has been de-
fined, and is summarized in the interactive video strip to the right.
Bottom: The video browsing workflow. Here, the video inset is
resized to expose as much detail as possible, and alternative views
of the current scene are shown as yellow view cones.
Image/Label-based Search Mode We allow the viewer to
search with images to define a tour path, and to search with labels.
For image search, image features are matched against portal frame
features, and candidate portal frames are found. A scrubbable
video list appears showing the best matching candidates and from
these a path can be selected. A new video is generated in much
the same way as before, but now the returned video is bookended
with warps from and to the submitted images. For label search,
the user provides key words and matching results are presented
in a video list as in the image search. Details of constructing the
label data structure (which is label propagation) are discussed in
the supplemental material.
6 Experiments
We perform three classes of experiments: In the first class, we eval-
uate each individual component for constructing the Videoscape
(Section 6.1). Here, the main objective is to gain an insight into
the performance in comparison with potential alternatives. In the
second class of experiments, we psychophysically assess video-to-
video transitions for preference, and assess spatial awareness im-
provement through transitions (Section 6.2). In the third class of
experiments, we perform user studies to evaluate the interface and
utility of Videoscapes against existing systems (Section 6.3).
6.1 Construction
During the project, we captured various datasets to demonstrate
our method. Here, we provide a detailed analysis of one of these
datasets, but the processes used between all datasets are virtually
identical and the performance is similar.
Our analysis database comprises 196 videos taken at several loca-
tions in London. These videos include landmarks such as Big Ben,
the London Eye, and St Paul’s Cathedral. The database also in-
cludes general street footage between and around landmarks. Indi-
vidual videos feature a variety of motions, and include pans to take
in a view or casual movement around a location. The videos vary
in location, duration (typically between 10 seconds and 3 minutes),
time of day, foreground objects, and viewpoint. In this database,
the videos were captured asynchronously with one camera (Sanyo
FH1) at a resolution of 1920 × 1080, but other databases (South
Bank, Bicycles) were captured concurrently with multiple hetero-
geneous cameras and varying frame rates. Where employed, our
sensor data was captured with smartphones, but all video and op-
tional sensor data could be captured with just one smartphone.
Filtering Our frame sampling strategy (Section 4.1) reduces un-
necessary duplication in still and slow rotating segments. The re-
duction in the number of frames over regular sampling is content
dependent, but in our data sets this flow analysis picks approxi-
mately 30% fewer frames, leading to a 50% reduction in compu-
tation time in subsequent stages compared to sampling every 50th
frame (a moderate trade-off between retaining content and the num-
ber of frames). For a random selection of one scene from 10 videos,
we compare the number of frames representing each scene for the
naive and the improved strategy. On average, for scene overlaps that
we judged to be visually equal, the flow-based method produces 5
frames, and the regular sampling produces 7.5 frames per scene.
This indicates that our pre-filtering stage extracts frames more eco-
nomically while maintaining a similar scene content sampling. In
our first database, approximately 3,500 frames were extracted in the
filtering phase from a starting set of approximately 500,000.
Portal Identification and Context Refinement The perfor-
mance of the portal identification algorithm was evaluated by mea-
suring the precision and recall for a random subset of our analysis
database. Precision was measured from all identified portals con-
necting to 30 randomly selected videos. The corresponding frame
matches were visually inspected and portals were labeled as ‘cor-
rect’ when matching frames represented the same scene. To calcu-
late recall, 435 randomly selected pairs of videos were visually in-
spected to see if their scene content overlapped. Again, ground truth
portals were identified as ‘found’ when there was a corresponding
automatically identified portal. Table 1 proves the importance of
each phase of portal finding (the threshold for the holistic phase was
fixed to TH = 2.2, see Section 4.1). Using only holistic matching,
a high recall can be reached but precision is rather low. Adding
feature matching leads to a drastic increase in precision (holistic &
feature matching 1). Finally, all phases together yield a precision
of 98% and a recall rate of 53%. It is possible to achieve the same
precision with feature matching (holistic & feature matching 2) by
simply thresholding the number of key correspondences. However,
this lowers the recall considerably, indicating the reduction of the
size of the support sets and hence reducing the ability to reconstruct
3D models for the transitions.
Reaching 100% precision with automatic methods is nearly im-
possible, even analyzing context information through graph-based
refinement cannot completely rule out these errors. For these rare
cases, the user can manually flag the remaining incorrect portals in
the interactive viewer.
On this set of 196 videos, all portal identification steps took ap-
proximately four days on one Xeon X5560 2.66GHz (using one
core). Using filtering instead of regular sampling saves two days of
computation. 232 portals were found. Except for the first phase,
specifically the codebook generation, the off-line procedure could
be executed in parallel.
Geometry Reconstruction Individual portals connect between
two and nine videos each, with 75% of identified portals connecting
two videos. The average size of a portal support set is 20 frames.
Support sets can be augmented by neighbors of the support set
frames. Including one neighborhood set increased the average size
to 45, while two increased it to 70. However, including all neigh-
borhoods recursively does not produce a complete reconstruction
Phase Recall Precision
Holistic matching only 0.84 0.14
Holistic & feature matching 1 0.58 0.92
Holistic & feature matching 2 0.42 0.98
All (holistic & features & context) 0.53 0.98
Table 1: Performance of Portal Identification.
of the video database due to varying video coverage. Instead, the
graph linkage structure maintains global navigability. We choose
to use support sets extended by two neighborhoods, as this was a
good compromise between computation speed and reconstruction
extent for our data set. Reconstruction and tracking for all portals
took two days, running in parallel on eight Xeon X5560 2.66GHz
cores. Even though we use state-of-the-art multi-view 3D recon-
struction [Furukawa et al. 2010], the resulting geometry can be of
poor quality for various reasons, e.g., glass buildings, thin building
structures, rotational symmetry, or simply that the database does
not provide a sufficient baseline for a landmark. We handle these
portals by choosing a dissolve transition.
6.2 Transitions
Transition Preference We want to choose the best transition
technique from a user perspective between two videos. Under
which circumstances is one technique preferred over another? We
hypothesize that only certain transition types are appropriate for
certain scenes. Of our seven transition types (cut, dissolve, warp,
plane, ambient point clouds, and static and dynamic full 3D recon-
structions), we expect warps and blends to be better when the view
change is slight, and transitions relying on 3D geometry to be better
when the view change is considerable. Our goal is to derive criteria
to automatically choose the most appropriate transition type for a
given portal. To this end, we conducted a user study which asked
participants to rank transition types by preference.
We chose ten pairs of portal frames representing five different
scenes. For each scene, one transition forms a slight view change
(10◦ average; including zoom changes) and one transition forms a
considerable view change (up to 55◦). The target video is always
the same for both view changes. The five scenes were chosen as
they each display a potentially difficult situation (Scene 1: dynamic
objects at boundary; Scene 2: many dynamic objects with view
occlusions and panning camera; Scene 3: panning cameras and dy-
namic objects; Scene 4: fast moving dynamic objects and shaking
camera/rolling shutter; Scene 5: complicated foreground objects
and moving, shaking camera). All scene/transition type renders
(e.g., Figure 5) are included as supplementary material.
Participants ranked the seven transition types for each of the ten
portals. First, the scenario of creating a video tour is explained
to the participant and an example is shown. Participants are then
presented with each set of video transitions in a random order. The
transitions are randomly placed into a vertical video list. Partici-
pants drag and drop videos to reorders the list from most preferred
to least preferred. Of the 21 participants in our experiment, 12 were
self-described experts with experience in graphics and media pro-
duction, 4 were amateurs, and 5 were novices. On average, it took
52 minutes to complete the study and provide text comments.
We perform multi-dimension scaling [Torgerson 1958] to place our
transition types on an interval scale. Figure 8 shows the mean and
standard deviation across all scenes. Individual results are summa-
rized in Table 2; detailed graphs can be found in the supplemental
material. The results show that there is an overall preference for
the static 3D transition. Surprisingly, 3D transitions where both
videos continued playing were preferred less. Looking at the per-
Trans. Scene 1 Scene 2 Scene 3 Scene 4 Scene 5 Mean
S C S C S C S C S C S C All
Cut -1.06 -0.75 -0.61 -1.10 -0.72 -0.84 -0.65 -0.81 -0.82 -1.10 -0.77 -0.92 -0.84
Dissolve -0.81 0.00 -0.24 0.09 0.12 0.30 0.01 -0.11 -0.18 -0.09 -0.22 0.04 -0.09
Warp 0.50 -0.39 0.67 0.09 0.50 0.08 0.87 -0.40 0.82 0.61 0.67 0.00 0.33
Plane -0.72 -0.25 -0.42 0.12 -1.23 -0.74 -0.08 -0.05 0.54 0.31 -0.38 -0.12 -0.25
APC -0.95 0.19 0.02 -0.29 0.22 0.29 -0.68 0.22 -0.33 -0.19 -0.34 0.05 -0.15
3D dyn. 0.93 0.32 0.41 -0.03 0.72 0.22 -0.09 0.47 -0.08 -0.02 0.38 0.19 0.28
3D static 2.10 0.87 0.16 1.12 0.40 0.69 0.61 0.68 0.05 0.48 0.66 0.77 0.72
Table 2: Perceptual scaling values for transition types across video
sets. ‘S’ and ‘C’ denote slight and considerable view changes.
Figure 8: Mean and standard deviation plotted on a perceptual
scale for the different transition types across all scenes. Perceptual
scales are in z-score order, with the group mean at 0 and y-value
representing multiples of the group standard deviation.
scene results, we hypothesize that this is due to ghosting which
stems from inaccurate camera tracks in the difficult shaky cases.
Many participants commented that the 3D transitions maintained
important spatial relationships between landmarks and provided
fluid camera movement. The warp is significantly preferred against
all but the full 3D techniques for slight view changes (p < 0.05,
t-test). Static 3D transitions are significantly better than all other
techniques for considerable view changes (p < 0.05, t-test), but
have large variance in slight view change cases. We believe this is
caused by screen areas which lack projection because the video has
been paused during the transition, i.e., the virtual camera still pans
as it interpolates between videos but the projection onto geometry
does not. Our supplemental material contains per-scene perceptual
scale plots and per-scene-class significance tables.
Towards Automatically Choosing Transition Types This out-
come helps develop rules for selecting appropriate transition types.
There are many factors that may have contributed to participant
preferences, but slight vs. considerable view changes is a key factor
which we straightforwardly exploit. We employ a warp if the view
rotation is slight, i.e., less than 10◦. However, in our experience
with the system, many portals with slight view changes are actually
similar to Scene 3 (Figure 5) in that they do not suffer shake and so
provide high-quality results when using the dynamic 3D transition.
We use the static 3D transition for considerable view changes. The
results also show that a dissolve is preferable to a cut. Should por-
tals fail to reconstruct (e.g., from insufficient context or bad camera
tracking), we always fall back to a dissolve instead of a cut.
Spatial Awareness We designed a study which attempts to mea-
sure how much spatial awareness is retained through video tran-
sitions with and without geometry-based reconstructions. Our 20
participants were self-assessed as familiar with the geographical
area depicted in the tasks (avg. lived there for 3 years, max. 10
years, min. 3 weeks). The experiment is as follows (Figure 9):
1 A participant sees an overhead aerial imagery map marked with
a ground-truth pin and a view direction. The pin marks the real-
world camera position of video 1. After 8 seconds, a visible
countdown begins (3...2...1).
Figure 9: Spatial awareness experiment steps.
2 The map is removed and the participant watches a short clip of
video 1 transitioning into video 2.
3 The video is removed, the map reappears, and the participant
marks on the map the location and direction travelled to after
the transition into video 2.
Objectively, we measure the deviation from ground truth of the po-
sition and direction marked with the red pin by the participant. Par-
ticipants are free to replay the video and reposition the pin/direction
as many times as they wish, and are also free to translate and zoom
the map. When placing the pin for the second video, the pin for the
first video is present on the map. Ground truth is generated from
GPS coordinates hand-refined with local knowledge and known po-
sitions of the camera shots.
We test two conditions in our experiment: 1) cut transitions without
providing view directions (i.e., just a location pin; the condition
most akin to other existing systems, in particular to a multi-video
variant of Pongnumkul et al. [2008]), and 2) static 3D transitions
with provided view direction (the Videoscapes condition). Each
participant completed 1 practice trial as often as they wished, fol-
lowed by 8 randomly ordered trials each of a different scene, of
which 4 are from each condition.
Performance was measured with five criteria, which are presented
in Table 3 along with statistical significance. Overall, both the
location and direction error from ground truth and the time for
completing the task were similar between the Videoscapes and the
cut/no direction conditions. However, the Videoscapes condition
produced significantly fewer video replays and significantly fewer
location/view direction adjustments, which we suggest are indica-
tors of increased spatial awareness.
Following the task, each participant completed a questionnaire: Q1:
“With which interface did you find it easiest to complete the task?”
and Q2: “Which interface did you find provided the greater spatial
awareness and sense of orientation?”. Table 4 summarizes the re-
sults. For Q1, of the participants who preferred our system for the
task (17/20), 35% found it ‘Much easier’, 59% found it ‘Easier’,
and 6% found it ‘Slightly easier’. For Q2, of the participants who
found our system provided the greater spatial awareness and sense
of orientation (19/20), 58% found it ‘Much more’, 26% found it
‘More’, and 16% found it ‘Slightly more’ providing. In all ques-
tions, the neutral response (‘Both same’) was an option.
The Videoscapes condition required less video replays and less lo-
cation/direction adjustments for the same accuracy. The question-
naire shows that most participants preferred our system, and almost
all save one thought our system provided more spatial awareness.
This correlates with our quantitative data, and demonstrates that our
system helps maintain greater spatial awareness through transitions.
6.3 Interface
Evaluating our prototype interface in a meaningful way is challeng-
ing: existing systems do not provide comparative functionality, yet
we do not wish to provide a trivial comparison. Equally, evaluating
Task method Existing Videoscapes p-value
Task completion time (sec.) 31.30 26.90 0.939
Location error from g.t. (m) 60.24 55.70 0.544
View angle error from g.t. (deg.) 19.82 15.55 0.144
# video replays 40 28 0.049
# location/angle adjustments 295 247 0.042
Table 3: Results for the spatial awareness experiment (‘existing
system’ and ‘Videoscapes’ conditions). The alpha values for signifi-
cance tests were 0.05. All values are averages over all participants.
Task method Existing Videoscapes Equivalent
Q1: Preferred for task 1 17 2
Q2: > spatial awareness 1 19 0
Table 4: Results for the spatial awareness experiment questionnaire
over the ‘existing system’ and ‘Videoscapes’ conditions.
our large system as a whole is likely uninformative to the commu-
nity as it would be too specific to our system. As such, we per-
formed two different user studies designed to provide quantitative
and qualitative feedback for major components of our system. Each
study compares user performance/experience with Videoscapes to
that achieved with existing alternatives. The 20 participants in the
spatial awareness experiment also performed both of our interface
experiments.
Video Tour Experiment We wish to compare our system to ex-
isting methods, but these methods do not produce comparable out-
put from comparable input. However, our exploration sessions
could be thought of as a geographical tour or summarization of
the video database, particularly for the case where the user se-
lects start and end locations and leaves the path to be generated
by our system (instead of interactively navigating). As such,
in this experiment, each participant watches three videos which
have been automatically edited by software: 1) An InstantMovie
from Adobe Premiere Elements 7.0, 2) the intelligent fast for-
ward of Pongnumkul et al. [2008], and 3) the video tour mode of
Videoscapes (with blend transitions). We do not show effects or any
interface elements so that the videos are viewed independently of
any other system functionality1. Each ‘summarization’ video was
generated with the same input database. For participants, videos
could be replayed at will, and videos were presented in a random
order. Participants were asked to concentrate on the way the content
was presented (style), and not on any specific content. Participants
completed the questionnaire listed below and ranked the three styles
explicitly. The questions were: “Which style...”
Q1: “...did you most prefer?”
Q2: “...did you find most interesting?”
Q3: “...did you find provided the best sense of place?”
Q4: “...did you find most spatially confusing?”
Q5: “...would you use most often in your own video collections?”
Q6: “...would you view most often for online video collections?”
Table 5 summarizes the results. Ranking scores (from 3 to 1) are
accumulated over all participants. Significances were computed
by the Kruskal-Wallis test and then by pairwise Mann-Whitney
U-tests, with alpha at 0.05. Videoscapes is significantly the most
preferred summarization style, provides the best sense of place,
and is least spatially confusing of the three videos for the dataset
1 The exception being the InstantMovie, which contains two instances of
hard-to-remove overlaid theme graphics and infrequent minor ‘effects’.
Participants were explicitly asked to ignore these and concentrate only on
content when considering their answers.
Method Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6
1. InstantMovie 34 37 23 55 31 31
2. Pongnumkul 38 38 43 40 35 38
3. Videoscapes 48 45 54 25 54 51
3. Sig. vs 1.? 0.009 0.143 < 0.000 < 0.000 < 0.000 < 0.000
3. Sig. vs 2.? 0.048 0.167 0.007 < 0.000 < 0.000 0.004
Table 5: Results of video summarization experiment questionnaire.
Bold figures highlight the best score for each question – for Q4, this
is the lowest score, representing the style which is least spatially
confusing. Alpha is set to 0.05 for all significance test.
Figure 10: Video browsing comparison interfaces. Top: Our
implementation of [Pongnumkul et al. 2008] adapted for video
databases. Bottom: iMovie ’11. Cut-outs show scrubbing and
thumbnail expansion (which frequently made participants lost).
used. We must take care not to extrapolate this to all datasets as
one example is not conclusive, but Q5 and Q6 significantly suggest
that our system may be preferred most often for personal and on-
line video collections. The Pongnumkul style is also consistently
preferred over the InstantMovie style. Even though no map is ever
shown, this experiment suggests that exploiting geographical data
is an important addition to video database summarization.
Video Browsing Experiment Our final experiment attempts to
evaluate Videoscapes as a tool for browsing and retrieving video
contents. Participants were asked to find five different videos with
contents similar to an image query of a major landmark, using
three different interfaces: 1) Apple iMovie ’11, 2) our implemen-
tation of a multi-video version of Pongnumkul et al. [2008]2, and
3) Videoscapes (Figures 7 & 10). For this task, four browsing meth-
ods within Videoscapes were also evaluated, which include image
search, label search, browsing eye icons (the second workflow in
Section 5), and geographical video browsing (the third workflow
in Section 5). In this experiment, the label database held only
objective labels of specific landmarks. Before use, each interface
was thoroughly explained to the satisfaction of the participant, and
participants were given the option to use whichever methods they
wished within each interface for completing the task. Each partici-
pant performed the task in each interface in a random order.
The two main evaluation criteria are T1: the average time taken
to complete the task (sec.) and T2: the average number of occur-
2 As written, their paper only supports a single video and manual geotag-
ging. We automatically place thumbnails and vary their density on zoom








































Figure 11: Results of video browsing experiment. Left: T1. Right:
T2. Centre: Significance of results, indicated by the pairwise p-
values, e.g. PIV denotes Videoscapes significance against iMovie.
Method 1. iMovie 2. Pong. 3. Ours 3 sig. vs 1? 3 sig. vs 2?
Q1 27 40 53 < 0.000 0.007
Q2 30 41 49 < 0.000 0.121
Table 6: Videoscapes preference in video browsing results.
Would you use our system? Often Sometimes Rarely No
For personal collections 6 10 4 0
For online collections 12 6 1 1
Table 7: Would participants want to use our system?
rences of finding the same video more than once (i.e., error rate).
Figure 11 shows the results. These indicate that the speed and ac-
curacy of browsing is significantly improved by using Videoscapes
over existing systems. We suggest that this is because our video
database structuring sorts and groups similar material, meaning that
video browsing is more accurate and more efficient. Our interface
exposes this structure in two fast ways: image or label search, and
geographically-placed visual groupings with our eyes icons.
Participants also completed a questionnaire following the task:
Q1:“Which interface did you most prefer for completing the task
of finding content?” and Q2: “Which interface do you think you
would most prefer for browsing content generally?”. The results
were computed as before, and Table 6 summarizes the results.
Videoscapes is significantly preferred over both other systems in
the task and significantly preferred over iMovie in the general case.
Again we must not generalize beyond the experiment and dataset,
but the responses to our interface are promising. When asked which
interface components they preferred from our prototype, the brows-
ing eye icons and image search methods were most preferred for the
task and for the general browsing of video collections.
Finally, we asked participants whether they would want to use our
interface for browsing personal and online video collections. The
results are promising, with 95% responding that they would use it,
and at least 80% responding sometimes or often (Table 7).
7 Results
We now describe results shown in the supplemental video. The
generated videos are difficult to represent in print so we strongly
encourage the reader to view our results in motion.
The first example demonstrates interactive exploration. The viewer
first chooses a view that leads towards the Tate Modern. This tran-
sition covers 400m, and moves the view to a stabilized hand-held
shot of the River Thames from the Millennium Bridge. The tour
then goes through two considerable view changes before ending
with a view of the river bank. All transitions are full 3D – static,
except for the Tate Modern transition, which is a warp.
Our second example is a map-based exploration session. The
viewer demonstrates the two overview workflow modes, the auto-
matic tour plotting, and the tour summary strip. From here, the
overview reduces to a mini-map, and the video is revealed behind.
The resulting tour is then fast-forwarded through to demonstrate
that our generated tours can cover large geographical areas. As the
tour is sped up dramatically, the portal transitions are less visible.
Next, we show the interactive workflow and mini-map. The viewer
scrubs a portal choice thumbnails to see the path in the mini-map.
We then show a bicycle race example, highlighting a slightly differ-
ent use case for our system. Here, spectator videos are combined
with bicycle-mounted cameras. Both this and the previous tour ex-
amples enforce temporal consistency.
Our labeling system exploits the Videoscape structure and compu-
tation to provide instantaneous propagation through the database.
We show a viewer labeling a museum and providing a review, which
is then instantly propagated to similar video frames in all other
database videos (only one of which is shown).
Finally, our last example is generated by providing two landmark
images (Houses of Parliament and the London Eye) to be visited
during the tour. The system matches these images against portals,
and plans a tour visiting the landmarks. The tour shows the first
search image, then warps into stabilized video, showing a series of
full 3D – dynamic transitions (one with a particularly large view
change) as it travels to the final landmark where it warps to the
second search image. In this tour, we do not enforce temporal con-
sistency and allow videos to play backwards, which increases the
number of possible tours in sparse datasets.
8 Discussion And Limitations
Unstructured video collections present many challenges, and we
believe our system rises to many of these with convincing results.
Such a broad problem space requires significant investigation, and
some challenges remain.
Our results use datasets that require only loose temporal coherence;
other datasets may require this functionality more strongly. Videos
taken during an event, such as our bicycle race example, may re-
quire a temporally consistent exploration of the Videoscape, else
e.g., the position of the leader may suddenly change. Many other
datasets do not require temporal consistency, and novel experiences
may come from intentionally disabling temporal consistency. Our
system is sufficiently general to accommodate these scenarios.
By design, our proposed method does not model foreground ob-
jects. In both portal identification and 3D reconstruction, fore-
ground objects are regarded as outliers in matching and accordingly
are ignored. This can sometimes introduce distracting artifacts:
some objects warp or vanish during the transition. For example,
pedestrians may warp into each other. This is mitigated when using
spatio-temporally coherent exploration (Section 5), when tempo-
rally aligned video data is available. If foreground objects could
be reliably segmented, then there is an opportunity to remove them
before a transition occurs (by dissolving against an inpainting), and
then to dissolve in the new dynamic objects in the second video
after the transition. However, video inpainting is unreliable and
computationally expensive, and so, as our dissolve strategy is sup-
ported by evidence from perceptual studies, we believe it is prefer-
able currently.
The quality of our geometric reconstructions is limited by the avail-
able views of the scene within the video set. Increasing the size of
the video collection would increase the number of views of a scene,
and so help to improve the quality of 3D reconstruction. Of course,
increasing the size of the data set has its own drawbacks. There
is scope to speed up our processing, and recent work [Frahm et al.
2010b] has demonstrated speed improvements with images. Cou-
pled with more aggressive filtering, this approach should enable a
much larger video set to be processed in a similar amount of time.
For some hand-held footage, obtaining camera tracking is challeng-
ing, especially if rolling shutter artifacts occur as well. In these
case, we can still use full 3D – static transitions, as our interpolation
provides convincing camera motion style blending despite inaccu-
rate camera tracks. This is justified, as our participants preferred
the static 3D transitions over other transition types in this scenario.
Importantly, 3D geometry is still recovered in these difficult cases
because the support set of the portal provides sufficient context.
For the overview mode, our system optionally uses GPS and orien-
tation information to embed the Videoscape into a map. Automatic
embedding of the videos into a map if GPS is not available may
be feasible by using metadata [Toyama et al. 2003; Kennedy and
Naaman 2008] or geolocation from the video itself [Li et al. 2008;
Baatz et al. 2010; Zamir and Shah 2010], but this is left as future
work. For the core of our method, we intentionally only use the
video frames for maximum generality. We incorporate GPS and
orientation information into the filtering phase, but we have not
yet extended this into the matching phase. However, as the data
is often unreliable in cities, and as we allow large view changes
(e.g., zooms), integrating this data is not trivial.
Expressing spatial information for a portal choice in our interactive
navigation mode is challenging. The mini-map shows frusta and
paths when hovering over portal thumbnails to show to where the
video choice will move, but there is a desire to express this within
the view of the camera. We believe that this is a difficult problem.
Portal images by definition look similar, so placing them into the
current view (equivalent to [Snavely et al. 2006]) tells the user very
little about what will happen in each candidate video path beyond
the portal. Equally, what if there are 10+ videos connected, each
moving away in different directions? Our solution is to give the
user fast access to every frame in every connected video through
scrubbing. In general, this is a challenging visualization problem
which we would like to address further in future work.
Naturally, the question arises as to whether our system could be
used on community video databases. In preliminary experiments,
we could not find sufficient appropriate videos of a location for
our system in current community databases as the signal-to-noise
ratio was too low - this is in stark contrast with community photo
databases. Perhaps: 1) currently, online databases do not contain
sufficient suitable videos for our system, which we believe unlikely,
but which would be corrected over time as more videos are added;
or 2) online databases do contain such videos, but they are very
difficult to find as current searches are based on key-word or whole-
video label associations and not on visual content or geographical
features. Our work goes some way to easing this browsing/search
difficulty. Significant challenges remain as the content within com-
munity databases is so variable, and we leave these for future work.
9 Conclusion
We have presented a system to extract structure from casually cap-
tured unstructured video collections. We build a Videoscape graph
that connects videos through portals which show similar places or
events. We introduce an integrated set of interfaces to interact with
and explore a Videoscape. These provide fast non-linear access to
whole video collections and make it easy to observe the liveliness
and dynamics of an environment or event, and to convey a sense of
space and time. When navigating through videos, transitions at por-
tals are rendered in a spatially immersive way. We have studied user
preference for different transition types, and we use these findings
to inform an automatic transition selection system. We have evalu-
ated our prototype system on a database of videos which features a
variety of locations, times, and viewing conditions. Through three
further user studies, we have demonstrated that our system provides
benefits over existing systems in terms of spatial awareness, video
summarization and video browsing.
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A Discussion on Refinement of Feature
Matching
As discussed in Section 4.1 in the main paper, we have observed
that when simultaneously examining more than two pairs of frames,
correct feature matches are more consistent with other correct
matches than with other incorrect matches. As an example, when
frame I1 correctly matches frame I2, and frame I2 correctly matches
frame I3, then it is very likely that I1 also matches I3. For incorrect
matches, this is less likely. This context information can be ex-
ploited to prune incorrect matches.
Similarly to the main paper, results of feature matching can be rep-
resented as a graph G(F ,E) which defines frames as its nodes. The
existence of an edge between two nodes implies that feature match-
ing for the corresponding frames is valid.
A naive context-based filtering approach would assign a local
context-dependent confidence to an edge (I,J) and remove it when
the confidence is lower than a threshold. For instance, we could
define the confidence of (I,J) as Γ, the degree of overlap of the
neighbourhoods NG (I) and NG (J) of I and J, respectively:
Γ(I,J) =
|NG (I)∩NG (J)|
|NG (I)∪NG (J)| (1)
For instance, if I is neighbouring J and K, it is likely that J and K
are each other neighbours (see Figure 1). While this approach may
be reasonable when the neighbours of I and J consist of frames in
a spatially localized scene, it may mistakenly disconnect I and J if
the camera viewpoints are starkly different. For example, a camera
operator walks along a path and takes a panning shot from location
A, through to location B, and finally to location C. The footage
taken from A and B may contain the same landmark. Now consider
location C. The footage from B and C overlaps while the footage
from A and C does not (see Figure 1). In this case, A and B should
not be disconnected just because the subgraph composed of A, B,
and C shows low connectivity. The same reasoning continues to
cases with more than three nodes.
This specific example can be dealt with by adopting a small thresh-
old value for Γ(I,J). However, this may leave incorrect matches
in high-density regions. Furthermore, for edges joining nodes in
regions with the same density, we could still distinguish correct
matches from incorrect ones depending on how these edges are ge-
ometrically collocated. In our A, B, C example, the edges joining
the nodes are aligned with the same orientation. This orientation
consistency and the variations in local density can be used as clues
for verifying given connections. To better illustrate this property,
let’s assume that frames are embedded in a vector space X which
has a metric structure and an underlying probability distribution P.
Suppose that distribution P is elongated along a specific axis in X .
In this case, an edge parallel to that axis should be more likely to be
a correct match than ones oriented orthogonally (Figure 2). In gen-
eral, the lengths and orientations of edges do not have to be directly
related to real geographical locations and camera orientations as in
our example in Figure 1.
Given this context, we motivate the use of spectral clustering as
follows: given the semi-norm of a vector f ∈ Rn, whose elements
represent the assignment of a cluster index (as a real value, before
the quantization by k-means) to each data point:







k(Ii, I j)( f i− f j)2.
(2)
This norm penalizes the first order variation of f across the set of
frames, weighted by k. If we assume that k is (inversely) propor-
tional to a distance in a space embedding, the frames F , ‖ · ‖L can
be understood as a measure of the first order variation weighted by
the density of F in that space. Then, minimizing ‖ f‖L tends to
place two points I and J in the same cluster (i.e., | fI − fJ | ∼ 0) if
there is at least one high-density path connecting them (e.g., nodes
lying in the upper cluster in Figure 2). Furthermore, when the num-
ber of images n→∞, L converges to the Laplace-Beltrami operator
on a compact manifold M in which the data resides [von Luxburg
2007], which is the generator of the diffusion on M. The previously
mentioned orientation consistency can be understood in the context
of diffusion flow. The corresponding smallest eigenvectors span a
subspace of vectors which represent the least penalization by ‖ ·‖L.
In general, the function k is not positive definite (pd) and does not
lead to a distance measure. However, the elements of the matrix K
are positive and, empirically, the corresponding diagonal elements
mostly dominate (i.e., ∑i K(i,i) ≥ 2∑i6= j K(i, j)). Accordingly, all K
in our experiments were pd. When this is not the case, we could
instead take its exponential eβK = limn→∞(I+ βKn )
n with a positive
constant β , which is always pd (see [Kondor and Lafferty 2002] for
details).
The results of spectral clustering (i.e., the clusters) cannot be used
directly to identify portals or supporting sets of frames matching
portals. By design, a cluster identified by spectral clustering con-
tains spatially distinct data points. This is not desirable for iden-
tifying portals or for identifying sets of appropriate frames to use
for the corresponding portal geometry reconstruction. In our A, B,
C example, the frames of scene A might not be necessary for the
reconstruction of scene C.
We investigated the performance of the graph Laplacian-based con-
nectivity analysis method by comparing it to the local analysis ap-
proach. For this algorithm, we randomly sampled 100,000 edges,
measured their scores, and removed them when the scores were
smaller than a threshold. The threshold was set at 0.4 to result in
recalls comparable with our proposed method. Since the order of
visiting edges can affect the results, we performed the same ex-
periment 20 times and averaged the error rates. Table 1 shows the
results. The precision of local analysis shows an improvement over
the results obtained without any connectivity analysis. However,
this is still a lower precision and recall than that of our Laplacian-
based graph method.
B Time Synchronization
To provide temporal navigation, we perform frame-exact time syn-
chronization between videos in the collection. We group video can-




Figure 1: An example of a hypothetical local connectivity-based confidence assignment (not used in the current system). The diagram on the
left shows the subgraph of G consisting of neighbours of I and J respectively. Solid lines correspond to existing edges, while dashed lines
show missing edges which would have supported the edge (I,J). The corresponding confidence value is 26 . The diagram on the right shows a
case where this confidence assignment would not be applicable (see text for details).
Phase Recall Precision
Spectral analysis 0.53 0.98
Local analysis 0.51 0.95
No connectivity analysis 0.58 0.92
Table 1: Performance of spectral analysis and local connectivity
analysis. ‘No connectivity analysis’ corresponds to just the holistic
and feature matching phases (see Table 2, main paper).
I J
K
Figure 2: Example graphical embedding of frames and their con-
nections. Even though (I,J) and (I,K) show the same local connec-
tivity, (I,J) is more likely to be a correct match than (I,K) since the
former is in accordance with the flow direction (elongatedness) of
the distribution while the latter is not. The underlying distributions
P (displayed as ellipses) are not known and should be estimated
from frames.
chronize their audio tracks similar to Kennedy et al. [Kennedy and
Naaman 2009]. Videos which are positively matched by their audio
tracks are aligned accurately to a global clock (defined from one
video at random); hence, portals between these videos create spa-
tial transitions where time does not change (similar to those from
Ballan et al. [Ballan et al. 2010]). Videos which are not matched
by their audio tracks can only be aligned loosely from their times-
tamps, and hence create spatio-temporal transitions. This informa-
tion allows the user interface to optionally enforce temporal coher-
ence among generated tours and to indicate spatial-only and spatio-
temporal transition possibilities (Section 5, main paper).
C Discussion of Transitions
C.1 Camera Tracking
In our experiments, KLT feature tracking worked well for tracking
videos that are mostly steady. Aligning the KLT features to feature
points used in the 3D reconstruction yields smooth sequences of
cameras from different videos that are aligned to the 3D geometry
with sub-pixel errors. However, in the case of shaky video segments
(possibly with rolling shutter artefacts), the quality deteriorates con-
siderably and videos may no longer be accurately aligned with the
3D geometry, leading to ghosting artefacts in the 3D transitions; see
videos for Scene 4 in the supplemental material.
For our databases, standard KLT tracking was sufficient for track-
ing around portals, but other databases may require exposure-
compensated KLT tracking. This is a simple swap and does not
change any of the computation steps.
C.2 Transition Camera Motion
Ideally, the motion of the virtual camera during the 3D reconstruc-
tion transitions should match the real camera motion shortly before
and after the portal frames of the start and destination videos of the
transition, and should mimic the camera motion style (e.g., shaky
motion). To this end, we use the camera poses of each registered
video and interpolate them across the transition. This produces con-
vincing motion blending between different motion styles.
C.3 Transition Timing Differences
When constructing all transition types, it is difficult to match their
frame timings exactly as they use different techniques to generate
new frames. Given a pair of portal frames that are known to visually
match, we must choose where in the video transition to place the
portal frames. Video frames leading up to and following on from
the portal frames may not provide visual matches due to camera
motion (such as panning), and so only the portal frames are reliable.
In the simplest case, the cut transition switches at the portal frames.
Next, the dissolve, plane, ambient point clouds, and full 3D – dy-
namic transition types all have the pair of portal frames in the mid-
dle of their transitions. As the full 3D – static transition does not
play video through the transition, this type places the portal frames
at the start and end of the transition. In this transition type, all ge-
ometry through the camera sweep is projected with only the portal
Figure 3: Perceptual scaling analysis for all scenes/view condi-
tions in our user study.
Significance Cut Dissolve Warp Plane APC Full 3D dyn. Full 3D sta.
Cut 2.65E-05 2.89E-05 1.34E-02 3.38E-04 7.17E-06 5.84E-05
Dissolve 2.65E-05 5.57E-02 4.31E-01 5.61E-01 6.49E-02 9.89E-03
Warp 2.89E-05 5.57E-02 2.26E-02 8.20E-02 8.11E-01 1.82E-01
Plane 1.34E-02 4.31E-01 2.26E-02 6.79E-01 7.42E-02 7.46E-03
APC 3.38E-04 5.61E-01 8.20E-02 6.79E-01 3.16E-02 1.23E-02
Full 3D dyn. 7.17E-06 6.49E-02 8.11E-01 7.42E-02 3.16E-02 2.51E-02
Full 3D sta. 5.84E-05 9.89E-03 1.82E-01 7.46E-03 1.23E-02 2.51E-02
Table 2: Student’s t-test matrix for significance of preference, with
p− value < 0.05. Green cells denote significantly better, and red
cells denote significantly worse. The table should be read as fol-
lows: Column ‘Cut’ with row ‘APC’ is red, which denotes that Cut
is significantly less preferred than APC. Column ‘APC’ with row
‘Cut’ is green, which denotes that APC is significantly more pre-
ferred than Cut.
frames. Finally, as the warp transition type is image based it starts
and ends with the portal frames.
These effects can be seen in the side-by-side comparison of transi-
tion types for Scene 3 in our video. In our experiment, we choose
to trigger the transitions simultaneously to make it easier for the
participants to compare. This leads to some transition clips starting
and ending on different frames.
D Transition Experiment Analysis
In Figure 3, we present the perceptual scaling analysis of our user
study for all scenes together. Figure 4 shows the perceptual scal-
ing for slight view change cases, and Figure 5 shows the percep-
tual scaling for considerable view change cases. Table 2 presents
the significance matrix for the all scenes case, and Tables 3 and 4
present the significance matrix for the slight and considerable view
change cases respectively. Even though the warp transition is not
significantly preferred against the full 3D transition types, we be-
lieve it is a good choice as the default transition for slight view
changes because it a) is the only transition significantly preferred
against any other transitions in this case, and b) has a very low per-
ceptual scale variance among participants (Figure 4).
In Figure 6, we show the perceptual scaling analysis for each indi-
vidual scene and view change of our experiment.
E Label Propagation
We augment the browsing experience by providing semantic labels
to objects or locations in videos. This feature has been demon-
strated in photo exploration applications [Snavely et al. 2006; Kopf
Figure 4: Perceptual scaling analysis for all scenes with slight view
changes in our user study.
Significance Cut Dissolve Warp Plane APC Full 3D dyn. Full 3D sta.
Cut 6.58E-03 6.13E-05 2.66E-01 7.16E-02 1.11E-02 3.09E-02
Dissolve 6.58E-03 4.01E-03 6.55E-01 4.84E-01 1.35E-01 1.58E-01
Warp 6.13E-05 4.01E-03 1.08E-02 1.36E-02 3.57E-01 9.86E-01
Plane 2.66E-01 6.55E-01 1.08E-02 9.32E-01 1.92E-01 1.33E-01
APC 7.16E-02 4.84E-01 1.36E-02 9.32E-01 7.06E-02 1.42E-01
Full 3D dyn. 1.11E-02 1.35E-01 3.57E-01 1.92E-01 7.06E-02 3.73E-01
Full 3D sta. 3.09E-02 1.58E-01 9.86E-01 1.33E-01 1.42E-01 3.73E-01
Table 3: Slight view change sets student’s t-test matrix for signif-
icance of preference, with p− value < 0.05. Green cells denote
significantly better, and red cells denote significantly worse.
et al. 2008], and we adapt it here to the Videoscape. For instance, if
given the names of landmarks, we can allow keyword-based index-
ing and searching. Viewers may also share subjective annotations
with other people exploring a Videoscape (e.g., “Great cappuccino
in this cafe´”).
A Videoscape provides an intuitive, media-based interface to share
labels: During the playback of a video, the viewer draws a bound-
ing box to encompass the object of interest and attaches a label to
it. Then, corresponding frames {Ii} are retrieved by matching fea-
ture points contained within the box. As this matching is already
performed and stored during Videoscape computation for portal
matching, this retrieval reduces to a fast search. For each frame Ii,
the minimal bounding box containing all the matching key-points is
identified as the location of the label. These inferred labels are fur-
ther propagated to all the other frames (matching Fi). If more than
two bounding boxes are identified for a single label in a frame then
we simply construct a superset box. As the quality of individual
key-point matches varies, the inferred bounding box may contain
only a part of the object of interest. Thus, we show the center of
the box as the location when superimposing tags to video frames
(as can be seen in our supplementary video).
F Study Interfaces
This section presents additional results on video browsing experi-
ments (see Section 6.2 of the main paper). In addition to the ques-
tion described in Tables 6 and 7 of the main paper, we asked par-
ticipants 10 questions. The questions were: “For the Videoscapes
interface, how useful...”
Q1a: “...were the portal eyes?”
Q2a: “...were grey trails showing from where the video was
taken?”
Q3a: “...were the white camera field of views showing from where
Figure 6: Scaling analysis for each individual scene and view in our user study.
Figure 5: Perceptual scaling analysis for all scenes with consider-
able view changes in our user study.
Significance Cut Dissolve Warp Plane APC Full 3D dyn. Full 3D sta.
Cut 6.60E-04 2.19E-02 2.84E-02 5.94E-05 1.22E-05 2.34E-04
Dissolve 6.60E-04 8.48E-01 5.46E-01 9.63E-01 3.07E-01 2.94E-03
Warp 2.19E-02 8.48E-01 5.88E-01 8.76E-01 5.18E-01 3.65E-02
Plane 2.84E-02 5.46E-01 5.88E-01 5.90E-01 2.61E-01 1.38E-02
APC 5.94E-05 9.63E-01 8.76E-01 5.90E-01 6.83E-02 1.59E-02
Full 3D dyn. 1.22E-05 3.07E-01 5.18E-01 2.61E-01 6.83E-02 2.06E-02
Full 3D sta. 2.34E-04 2.94E-03 3.65E-02 1.38E-02 1.59E-02 2.06E-02
Table 4: Considerable view change sets student’s t-test matrix for
significance of preference, with p− value < 0.05. Green cells de-
note significantly better, and red cells denote significantly worse.
the video was taken?”
Q4a: “...was the search box for text searches?”
Q5a: “...was the search box for image searches?”
and “In general, how useful do you think...”
Q1b: “...the portal eyes would be for browsing video collections?”
Q2b: “...the grey trails would be for browsing video collections?”
Q3b: “...the white camera field of views would be for browsing
video collections?”
Q4b: “...the search box for text searches would be for browsing
video collections?”
Q5b: “...the search box for image searches would be for browsing
video collections?”
Table 5 summarizes the results, which support the observations in
the main paper that are based on the video browsing experiment:
The participants found that interfaces provided by Videoscapes are
‘useful’. The portal eyes and image-based searches were especially
preferred while the text search and showing camera field of views
features were not as preferred as the other interfaces. However,
most participants regarded them as useful features for general video
browsing systems. This suggests that our prototype interface has
some merit beyond the specific task of the experiment.
F.1 Web-based Experiment Components
We show screenshots of the web-based interfaces and question-
naires used by participants in all four of our studies in Figures 7,
8, 9, 10, 11, and 12. The video browsing experiment also included
time with each of the three different interfaces tested, and examples
of these can be seen in the main paper and supplementary video.
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Figure 7: Image of the webpage which explains the experiment to participants. It includes an embedded video showing an example of
the transitions that participants are likely to see (in this case, dissolve transitions between video clips that are unused elsewhere in the
experiment). We also collect the self-assessed skill level of the participant in media production.
Figure 8: Image of the webpage for ranking video transitions. Each transition type is randomly ordered onto the page. Participants can drag
and drop the videos into order, using the ranking labels to the left to keep track. Comments can be left for each ranking, of which there are
10 in total (5 scenes, each with two view changes) shown in a random order. The region outlined in blue is replaced by the region outlined in
red for the final ranking, allowing participants to submit their results remotely.
Question / Utility Very useful Somewhat useful Not useful Did not use
Q1a: Portal eyes for task 14 0 1 5
Q2a: Grey trails for task 7 4 1 8
Q3a: View frusta for task 6 6 1 7
Q4a: Text search for task 6 4 0 10
Q5a: Image search for task 11 1 0 8
Q1b: Portal eyes in general 13 7 0 0
Q2b: Grey trails in general 6 13 1 0
Q3b: View frusta in general 10 10 0 0
Q4b: Text search in general 12 7 1 0
Q5b: Image search in general 16 2 2 0
Table 5: Further questionnaire results of Video browsing experiments showing the number of participants who responded for each choice.
Bold signifies the most frequent answer for each question.
(a) Initial webpage with explanatory text. (b) Questionnaire webpage.
Figure 9: Spatial awareness experiment website.
(a) Participants see a static map, pin, and view frustum for 8 seconds as
orientation.
(b) A countdown appears for 3 seconds.
(c) A video plays, then transitions into another video. This transports the
viewer to a new world position and view direction. The two conditions in
this experiment show either a cut or a 3D rendered transition.
(d) The participant marks on the map with the red pin/frustum from where
they think the second video was taken.




Figure 11: Video tour summarization experiment website. (a) Initial webpage with explanatory text. (b) Videos which appear in a random
order before the questionnaire. These can be replayed at will. (c) Questionnaire webpage.
Figure 12: Questionnaire website for the video browsing experiment. Page appears as one column online.
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